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Leverage Your Library's WOW Factor!
Build Lifetime Library Users with Smart Promotions
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The public library has 
kept me sane. When 
I could not escape 
my home in body, I 
could still escape in 
spirit with interesting 
books to read and 
listen to. 
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When will library 
use return to 
normal?
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Parry Sound 
Public Library
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Three-step 
process
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Physical 
space Email Social 

media 

Leverage your WOW Factor:

Plus, a bonus tip!!
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Retail principle to drive 
library use.

Cross-selling: suggesting additional items to a buyer 
who's already committed to making a purchase.
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Retail secret
*Outbound Engine, April 2021

Acquiring a new 
customer cost five 
times as much as 
retaining an existing 
customer.

01
Success rate for 
existing customer 
is 60-70%.

02
Success rate for 
new customer is 5-
20%.

03
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Merchandising
in your physical 

space.
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This is a culture change for libraries.
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Start with research. Observe visitors.

Watch how people interact.

Where do they linger?
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Does it look like a library?

Photo courtesy DannyUHA&ALib

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:DannyUHA%26ALib&action=edit&redlink=1
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What is your prime real estate?
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Highlight new releases

Amazon, publishers, media: 30 days
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Highlight new releases

Amazon, publishers, media: 30 days

Libraries: 3-6 months
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Highlight new releases

Amazon, publishers, media: 30 days

Libraries: 3-6 months

Readers: 12 months!
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Rockland Memorial Library
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Pyramid
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Balanced symmetry
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Face out, 
front up
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Use 
signage to 

direct 
traffic.
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Dayton Public Library
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Cincinnati Library
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More signage tips

Use judiciously.

Use signs to direct traffic.

Simple design, call to action.

Be friendly.
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Signage placement

25 percent of signage should be marketing 

or promotional. The rest should be 

wayfaring.

Match signs to physical space.
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Don't rely on signs 
to do the whole 
job!
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Merchandising can attract attention and 
increase use of your library .
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Email is your secret weapon!
Stats from optinmonster.com/email-marketing-statistics

61% prefer to be 
contacted by 
email by you!

99% check email 
every day

58% check their 
email first in the 
morning before 

social media 
or news
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Strathmore Municipal Library

53% open rate, 12% click rate
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Build your subscriber list

Create Create a subscription station.

Add Add an opt-in page for your website.

Slip Slip sign-up reminder into holds.

Sign Sign people up whenever you interact with them.
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Lake Oswego Public Library

62% open rate, 5% click rate
2,000 signups!
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Entice people to open with subject line.

Make subject line simple and easy

Length doesn't matter.

Email best practices
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Email best practices

Write like you're having a conversation.

Use positive, active language in your 

call to action.
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Sent to 11,900 people

Open rate: 40%

Click rate: 12%
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Newsletters Decide on your goals.

Segment by location or interest.

Keep it short.

Always be seeking subscribers.
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Examples
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Examples
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On Twitter
@LibraryAware
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Onboarding for all cardholders

Re-introduce everyone to the library
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Onboarding email 
series

Popular resources

Hidden treasures

1:1 ratio per email
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Email is your secret weapon. 
Ask people to sign up. Then connect 

consistently!
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The face you make when you find 
out the algorithm changed... again.
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Facebook specific best practices

Post no more than once a day.

Watch insights to find best time.

Virtue in the morning, vice in the 

evening.
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Instagram specific best practices

Post to feed twice a week.

Post to stories every day.

Shift focus to videos.

Captioning is a must.
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Twitter specific best practices

Post three times a day.

Post multiple photos in Tweet.

Use hashtags, emojis, gifs.
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Use social media to create relationships 
with your community.
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Bonus tip!
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Your loyal 
readers are 
most likely to 
interact with 
your library.
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Every hold and curbside bag.

Use context clues to match to interests.

Bridge with bookmarks
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Look for 
opportunities.
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Look for 
opportunities.
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Re-engage with 
Readers' 
Advisory
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Readers' advisory service + related 
promotion

1:1 ratio
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Niles-Maine 
District Library
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Promote your readers' 
advisory services.

Make it easy to find your form.

Talk about it.

Make a video.

Do it live on social media.
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Boston Public 
Library
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Stark 
Library
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Get them to sign up for email.

Ask them to self-identify interests.

Give them a print promotional piece.

Keep the connection.
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Get people to use 
your library again.

Sell using your space.

Send emails.

Social media content.

Promote the collection.
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Reach Readers, Promote Your Library, 
Make an Impact.

Live or self-paced training.

Interactive, fun, supportive.

Learn with NoveList

More info at learnwithnovelist.com
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Questions?
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Merci
Angela Hursh | Senior Engagement Consultant

ahursh@ebsco.com 919-381-3854
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